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Man In Black, if you 
don’t get yourself ready, 
we’re going to be late.   

Christmas Eve, the village of Oymyakon… 

I’m not going.
Is that okay? 

This one is not bad. 
I’m going to wear it. 

It looks so cold 
outside. I don’t 
feel like going 
out. Luckily I 
didn’t bring Paul 
or he would be 
freezing. 

Don’t spoil the fun. It’d be 
such a shame to miss the 
Christmas party. 

Okay.

Our Universe General 
Knowledge 



Tell Me More
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Oymyakon is located near the Arctic Circle. Because of this, 
the daylight hours throughout the year change greatly. A 
winter day is only 3 hours long, but a summer day can be as 
long as 21 hours.

It’s so cold here, 
once we start our 
cars we can’t turn 
them off.

I’ve almost forgotten to 
use the detector to study 
why it’s so cold here. 

If the car is turned off, it can get so cold that it 
may not restart. Then we’d have to push the car.

I see. We’d better not 
take our chances then.  

Why aren’t we 
driving a car? 

Gee, why isn’t it 
responding? Is it 
out of order? 

If that’s the case,
I’m going to call
Jenny.

Man In Black, the 
weather here is so 
cold that batteries 
lose their power, so 
your detector will 
not work.

I’m still feeling 
very cold even 
though I’m 
wearing lots of 
clothes.
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Due to the difficulty of digging frozen soil, it’s impossible to lay 
underground pipes. So most of the toilets in Oymyakon are built 
outside. The locals stay warm by burning coal and wood.

My mobile 
phone is not 

working either!

Look on the bright side! 
Don’t you think we look like 
Santa Claus right now?

How can it be fun? It 
seems very difficult.

Actually, nothing. I just 
want to experience the life 
here. It should be fun.

Life is so inconvenient 
here. What are you 
doing here then?

Your detector is not working. Of 
course, neither is your mobile phone. 
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While a *flurry of snow in Western Europe 
can cause schools there to close for days, 
Oymyakon’s *solitary school shuts only when 
temperatures fall below minus 52 degrees
Celsius.

Yeah. I’m getting 
exhausted.

You look more 
like a Santa Claus 
now! Ha, ha, ha! 

That is a 
good idea.

With the sled and reindeer, and 
by wearing a red coat, you do 
look like a Santa Claus. 

Roy, are 
you okay?

Let’s pull a 
trick on them, 
shall we?

These two guys 
are really heavy!

Oooh!

*flurry of snow: a 
light brief snowfall 
and gust of wind
*solitary: existing 
alone, by itself
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The village of Oymyakon is located in Siberia, Russia, at 750 metres 
above sea level. It is part of the Sakha Republic of the Russian 
Federation. It’s the coldest place inhabited by people.

Oymyakon is located in a valley surrounded 
by mountains to the east, south and west.
The warm air from the south is blocked out, 
but the cold air from the north can flow into 
Oymyakon, making it even colder.

Due to the bad weather, crops 
fail in the village. The locals 
mainly feed on reindeer, fish 
and horse meat. There is 
only one shop and it provides 
the whole village with daily 
necessities.
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